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Many shared service centres (SSCs) are being established in the Netherlands, primarily in
order to save costs [11]. A SSC is a specific type of in-house sourcing arrangement potentially capable
of reducing costs and improving quality through the delivery of specialised, value-added services
across an entire organisation [3, 13, 14]. In the Dutch government several new SSCs are developed as
part of a recently established cost saving incentive program called “compact government”.
Even though SSCs have the potential to achieve great contributions, major difficulties with
this specific type of sourcing arrangement are also recognised (e.g. [1, 2, 9, 12, 13, 15]). Achieving
cost-efficient and / or quality-improving operations with SSCs proves to be a complex task (e.g. [1, 2,
15]). Because of this complexity, deciding to source with SSCs is also challenging for many
organisations. “The introduction of a SSC is a critical decision on a strategic level. It implies a longterm decision with significant complexity and risks.” [5].
Interestingly, the availability of literature about decision-making and SSCs is relatively
limited. The dominant work in this field seems to be that of Janssen & Joha [5], who present a list of
motives of organisations who decide to source with SSCs. And only one example of research about
how to design solutions to support SSC decision-making is found with Janssen, Joha & Zuurmond [6],
who have designed and validated simulation models for adopting SSCs. Hence, the main question of
this research is: how can complex SSC decision processes be enhanced in order to support a successful
establishment of SSCs in organisations?
A demarcation of which SSC decisions will be specifically enhanced with this research is
necessary. In terms of Lee et al. [10] and Joha & Janssen [7] who have categorised SSC decision
processes, this research aims to support the make-or-buy and SSC arrangement decision processes.
A decision enhancement studio is postulated to be a suitable mean to achieve the research goal
to enhance the complex SSC make-or-buy and arrangement decisions. Keen & Sol [8] define a
decision enhancement studio as an environment or decision-preparing platform which consists of a set
of services to analyse decision alternatives and improve collaboration in complex decision processes,
providing a mean for studio participants to discuss and decide on beforehand.
In summary, this research aims to enhance complex SSC make-or-buy and arrangement
decision processes with the design of a decision enhancement studio in the domain of SSCs in the
Dutch government as a postulated suitable mean. In order to design and evaluate this studio, design
science of Hevner & Chatterjee [4] is used as a research approach.
At the Benais ideas bazaar I would like to present how I have created a first studio design
which is based on a list of functional requirements derived from literature and an exploratory focus
group. Also I would like to explain which future steps will be conducted in my design science research
which are dedicated to the evaluation and refinement of the decision enhancement studio for SSCs.
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